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This book is the first to bring together a collection of recent
empirical studies investigating languaging, an important
construct first introduced by Swain in 2006 but which has
since been deployed in a growing number of L2 studies. The
contributing authors include both established and emerging
authors from around the globe. They report on studies which
elicited languaging in oral or written form, via a range of
individual and group tasks, and from a diverse range of
student populations. As such these studies extend the scope
of extant research, illustrating different and novel approaches
to research on languaging. The findings of these studies
provide new insights into the language learning opportunities
that languaging can afford language learners in different
educational and linguistic contexts but also the factors that
may impact on these opportunities. As such the book
promises to be of relevance and interest to both researchers
and language teachers.
This book includes empirical and theoretical research
concerned with all aspects of end user computing including
development, utilization, and management and covering Webbased end user computing tools and technologies, end user
computing software and trends, and end user characteristics
and learning.
Recent developments in linguistic theory, as well as the
growing body of evidence from languages other than English,
provide new opportunities for deeper explorations into how
language is represented in the mind of learners. This
collection of new empirical studies on the acquisition of
Spanish morphosyntax by leading researchers in the field of
language acquisition, specifically contributes to the
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characterization of the L1 / L2 connection in acquisition.
Using L1 and L2 Spanish data from children and adults, the
authors seek to address the central questions that have
occupied developmental psycholinguists in the final decades
of the previous century and that will no doubt continue
engaging them into the present one.
"Much of pattern recognition theory and practice, including
methods such as Support Vector Machines, has emerged in
an attempt to solve the character recognition problem. This
book is written by very well-known academics who have
worked in the field for many years and have made significant
and lasting contributions. The book will no doubt be of value
to students and practitioners." -Sargur N. Srihari, SUNY
Distinguished Professor, Department of Computer Science
and Engineering, and Director, Center of Excellence for
Document Analysis and Recognition (CEDAR), University at
Buffalo, The State University of New York "The disciplines of
optical character recognition and document image analysis
have a history of more than forty years. In the last decade,
the importance and popularity of these areas have grown
enormously. Surprisingly, however, the field is not well
covered by any textbook. This book has been written by
prominent leaders in the field. It includes all important topics
in optical character recognition and document analysis, and is
written in a very coherent and comprehensive style. This book
satisfies an urgent need. It is a volume the community has
been awaiting for a long time, and I can enthusiastically
recommend it to everybody working in the area." -Horst
Bunke, Professor, Institute of Computer Science and Applied
Mathematics (IAM), University of Bern, Switzerland In
Character Recognition Systems, the authors provide
practitioners and students with the fundamental principles
and state-of-the-art computational methods of reading printed
texts and handwritten materials. The information presented is
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analogous to the stages of a computer recognition system,
helping readers master the theory and latest methodologies
used in character recognition in a meaningful way. This book
covers: * Perspectives on the history, applications, and
evolution of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) * The most
widely used pre-processing techniques, as well as methods
for extracting character contours and skeletons * Evaluating
extracted features, both structural and statistical * Modern
classification methods that are successful in character
recognition, including statistical methods, Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), structural
methods, and multi-classifier methods * An overview of word
and string recognition methods and techniques * Case
studies that illustrate practical applications, with descriptions
of the methods and theories behind the experimental results
Each chapter contains major steps and tricks to handle the
tasks described at-hand. Researchers and graduate students
in computer science and engineering will find this book useful
for designing a concrete system in OCR technology, while
practitioners will rely on it as a valuable resource for the latest
advances and modern technologies that aren't covered
elsewhere in a single book.
Error Analysis in the World. A BibliographyFrank & Timme
GmbH
Disappearing Cryptography, Second Edition describes how to
take words, sounds, or images and hide them in digital data
so they look like other words, sounds, or images. When used
properly, this powerful technique makes it almost impossible
to trace the author and the recipient of a message.
Conversations can be submerged in the flow of information
through the Internet so that no one can know if a
conversation exists at all. This full revision of the best-selling
first edition describes a number of different techniques to hide
information. These include encryption, making data
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incomprehensible; steganography, embedding information
into video, audio, or graphics files; watermarking, hiding data
in the noise of image or sound files; mimicry, "dressing up"
data and making it appear to be other data, and more. The
second edition also includes an expanded discussion on
hiding information with spread-spectrum algorithms, shuffling
tricks, and synthetic worlds. Each chapter is divided into
sections, first providing an introduction and high-level
summary for those who want to understand the concepts
without wading through technical explanations, and then
presenting greater detail for those who want to write their own
programs. To encourage exploration, the author's Web site
www.wayner.org/books/discrypt2/ contains implementations
for hiding information in lists, sentences, and images. Each
chapter is divided into sections, providing first an introduction
and high-level summary for those who want to understand the
concepts without wading through technical details, and then
an introductory set of details, for those who want to write their
own programs. Fully revised and expanded. Covers key
concepts for non-technical readers. Goes into technical
details for those wanting to create their own programs and
implement algorithms.

An up to date comprehensive introduction to second
language acqusition research. Contains a general
framework for the study of second language
acquisition, provides a general description of learner
language, accounts for the role of the linguistic
environment, examines the learner's internal
mechanisms, explores individual differences in
language learning and reviews the expanding
research on classroom second language acquisition.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 27th
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International Conference on Computing and
Combinatorics, COCOON 2021, held in Tainan,
Taiwan, in October 2021. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, COCOON 2021 was organized as a
hybrid conference. The 56 papers presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected from
131 submissions. The papers are divided into the
following topical sub-headings: algorithms,
approximation algorithms, automata, computational
geometry, fault tolerant computing and fault
diagnosis, graph algorithms, graph theory and
applications, network and algorithms, online
algorithm and stream algorithms, parameterized
complexity and algorithms, and recreational games.
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
Class-tested and coherent, this textbook teaches
classical and web information retrieval, including
web search and the related areas of text
classification and text clustering from basic
concepts. It gives an up-to-date treatment of all
aspects of the design and implementation of
systems for gathering, indexing, and searching
documents; methods for evaluating systems; and an
introduction to the use of machine learning methods
on text collections. All the important ideas are
explained using examples and figures, making it
perfect for introductory courses in information
retrieval for advanced undergraduates and graduate
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students in computer science. Based on feedback
from extensive classroom experience, the book has
been carefully structured in order to make teaching
more natural and effective. Slides and additional
exercises (with solutions for lecturers) are also
available through the book's supporting website to
help course instructors prepare their lectures.
This volume offers a state-of-the-art picture of work
undertaken in the field of computer-aided corpus
linguistics. While the focus is on English, central
insights can be generalised to other languages, as
well. As a work intended to mark the Silver Jubilee of
ICAME, the International Computer Archive of
Modern and Medieval English, the book combines
surveys of the discipline by some of its major
pioneers, including founders of ICAME itself, with
cutting-edge work by younger scholars. It is divided
into three sections: “Overviewing years of corpus
linguistic studies”, “Descriptive studies in English
syntax and semantics”, and “Second Language
Acquisition, parallel corpora and specialist corpora”.
The book bears witness to the impressive advances
that have characterised the development of corpus
linguistics over the past few decades – from
terminological issues to practical applications, from
theoretical and descriptive research to applied
approaches, from monolingual to multilingual and
specialist corpora, from corpus design to corpus
exploitation tools.
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The Anonymous Philosophical Treatise was
preserved only in Armenian. It was published first
half-a-century ago in Armenian and in Russian
translation, but is barely known to western
scholarship. Here a new edition is presented,
prepared on computer, together with critical
apparatuses, translation and commentary. A variety
of tools for the study of the text are included: a
concordance, a word list of the English translation,
triliteral tables of Armenian - Greek - English
technical terminology and more.
Compilers and operating systems constitute the
basic interfaces between a programmer and the
machine for which he is developing software. In this
book we are concerned with the construction of the
former. Our intent is to provide the reader with a firm
theoretical basis for compiler construction and sound
engineering principles for selecting alternate
methods, imple menting them, and integrating them
into a reliable, economically viable product. The
emphasis is upon a clean decomposition employing
modules that can be re-used for many compilers,
separation of concerns to facilitate team
programming, and flexibility to accommodate
hardware and system constraints. A reader should
be able to understand the questions he must ask
when designing a compiler for language X on
machine Y, what tradeoffs are possible, and what
performance might be obtained. He should not feel
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that any part of the design rests on whim; each
decision must be based upon specific, identifiable
characteristics of the source and target languages or
upon design goals of the compiler. The vast majority
of computer professionals will never write a compiler.
Nevertheless, study of compiler technology provides
important benefits for almost everyone in the field . •
It focuses attention on the basic relationships
between languages and machines. Understanding of
these relationships eases the inevitable tran sitions
to new hardware and programming languages and
improves a person's ability to make appropriate
tradeoft's in design and implementa tion .
Table of contents
Teaches Concepts for the User Seeking an
Understanding of the Functions Needed to
"Translate" Programs for Computer Execution
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide,
revised and updated! Hailed as one of the best
books around for teaching grammar, The Blue Book
of Grammar and Punctuation includes easy-tounderstand rules, abundant examples, dozens of
reproducible exercises, and pre- and post-tests to
help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers,
college students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and
more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes
learning English grammar and usage simple and fun.
This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest
updates to English usage and grammar and features
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a two-color design and lay-flat binding for easy
photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow
explanations, offering “just the facts” on English
grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to
reflect the latest rules, along with quizzes and preand post-tests to help teach grammar Ideal for
students from seventh grade through adulthood in
the US and abroad For anyone who wants to
understand the major rules and subtle guidelines of
English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of
Grammar and Punctuation offers comprehensive,
straightforward instruction.
This is the first Supplementary volume to Kluwer's
highly acclaimed Encyclopaedia of Mathematics.
This additional volume contains nearly 600 new
entries written by experts and covers developments
and topics not included in the already published
10-volume set. These entries have been arranged
alphabetically throughout. A detailed index is
included in the book. This Supplementary volume
enhances the existing 10-volume set. Together,
these eleven volumes represent the most
authoritative, comprehensive up-to-date
Encyclopaedia of Mathematics available.
The proceedings set LNCS 12891, LNCS 12892,
LNCS 12893, LNCS 12894 and LNCS 12895
constitute the proceedings of the 30th International
Conference on Artificial Neural Networks, ICANN
2021, held in Bratislava, Slovakia, in September
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2021.* The total of 265 full papers presented in
these proceedings was carefully reviewed and
selected from 496 submissions, and organized in 5
volumes. In this volume, the papers focus on topics
such as computer vision and object detection,
convolutional neural networks and kernel methods,
deep learning and optimization, distributed and
continual learning, explainable methods, few-shot
learning and generative adversarial networks. *The
conference was held online 2021 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
What should language and writing teachers do about
giving students written corrective feedback? This
book surveys theory, research, and practice on the
important and sometimes controversial issue of
written corrective feedback, also known as
“error/grammar correction,” and its impact on
second language acquisition and second language
writing development. Offering state-of-the-art
treatment of a topic that is highly relevant to both
researchers and practitioners, it critically analyzes
and synthesizes several parallel and complementary
strands of research — work on error/feedback (both
oral and written) in SLA and studies of the impact of
error correction in writing/composition courses — and
addresses practical applications. Drawing from both
second language acquisition and writing/composition
literature, this volume is the first to intentionally
connect these two separate but important lines of
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inquiry.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed postconference proceedings of the Third International
ICST Conference on Personal Satellite Services,
PSATS 2011, held in Malaga, Spain, in February
2011. The 33 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected and cover a wide
range of topics such as multimedia IP, next
generation satellite networks, bandwidth allocation,
aeronautic communications for air traffic
management, DVB-S2, hybrid networks, delay
tolerant networking, channel estimation and
interference management, satellite antenna design,
and localization systems.
A complete lexicon of technical information, the
Dictionary of Computer Science, Engineering, and
Technology provides workable definitions, practical
information, and enhances general computer
science and engineering literacy. It spans various
disciplines and industry sectors such as:
telecommunications, information theory, and
software and hardware systems. If you work with, or
write about computers, this dictionary is the single
most important resource you can put on your shelf.
The dictionary addresses all aspects of computing
and computer technology from multiple perspectives,
including the academic, applied, and professional
vantage points. Including more than 8,000 terms, it
covers all major topics from artificial intelligence to
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programming languages, from software engineering
to operating systems, and from database
management to privacy issues. The definitions
provided are detailed rather than concise. Written by
an international team of over 80 contributors, this is
the most comprehensive and easy-to-read reference
of its kind. If you need to know the definition of
anything related to computers you will find it in the
Dictionary of Computer Science, Engineering, and
Technology.
The proceedings set LNCS 12891, LNCS 12892,
LNCS 12893, LNCS 12894 and LNCS 12895
constitute the proceedings of the 30th International
Conference on Artificial Neural Networks, ICANN
2021, held in Bratislava, Slovakia, in September
2021.* The total of 265 full papers presented in
these proceedings was carefully reviewed and
selected from 496 submissions, and organized in 5
volumes. In this volume, the papers focus on topics
such as adversarial machine learning, anomaly
detection, attention and transformers, audio and
multimodal applications, bioinformatics and biosignal
analysis, capsule networks and cognitive models.
*The conference was held online 2021 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
This is a Syriac text written, in all probability, by an
inhabitant of Edessa almost immediately after the
conclusion of the war between Rome and Persia in
5026506 AD. Although that conflict is treated in
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other ancient texts, none of them can match
"Joshua" in his wealth of detail, his familiarity with
the region where the hostilities occurred, and his
proximity in time to the events. The Chronicle also
vividly describes the famine and plague that swept
through Edessa in the years immediately before the
war. The work is a document of great importance for
both the social and military history of late antiquity,
remarkable for the information it provides on Roman
and Persian empires alike.
Peer reviewed articles from the Natural Language
Processing and Cognitive Science (NLPCS) 2014
meeting in October 2014 workshop. The meeting
fosters interactions among researchers and
practitioners in NLP by taking a Cognitive Science
perspective. Articles cover topics such as artificial
intelligence, computational linguistics,
psycholinguistics, cognitive psychology and
language learning.
This handbook offers a thorough treatment of the
science of linguistic annotation. Leaders in the field guide
the reader through the process of modeling, creating an
annotation language, building a corpus and evaluating it
for correctness. Essential reading for both computer
scientists and linguistic researchers.Linguistic annotation
is an increasingly important activity in the field of
computational linguistics because of its critical role in the
development of language models for natural language
processing applications. Part one of this book covers all
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phases of the linguistic annotation process, from
annotation scheme design and choice of representation
format through both the manual and automatic
annotation process, evaluation, and iterative
improvement of annotation accuracy. The second part of
the book includes case studies of annotation projects
across the spectrum of linguistic annotation types,
including morpho-syntactic tagging, syntactic analyses, a
range of semantic analyses (semantic roles, named
entities, sentiment and opinion), time and event and
spatial analyses, and discourse level analyses including
discourse structure, co-reference, etc. Each case study
addresses the various phases and processes discussed
in the chapters of part one.
A lively account of the authors' haphazard cross-country
effort to correct spelling and punctuation errors displayed
on public signs relates how they discovered underlying
truths about America's educational history and racial
heritage.
Includes general and summer catalogs issued between
1878/1879 and 1995/1997.
Linguistic errors are manifold, e.g. in the mother tongue,
in the acquisition of foreign languages, in translations, as
slip of the tongue or typo. The present compilation of all
subject-related publications is a comprehensive
bibliography for the field of linguistic errors. In a compact
introduction, Bernd Spillner additionally provides an
overview of linguistic, didactic and psycholinguistic
methods of the analysis and assessment of the errors
and their therapy. For the first time, publications from
numerous countries around the world were included
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which have not yet been considered. With the attached
CD-ROM making the bibliography searchable for
keywords in many languages to find relevant publications
among the more than 6.000 titles, this is a very useful
handbook for all linguists and teachers.
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